Q3 REVIEW AND OUTLOOK
THE GREAT POKER GAME CONTINUES
THE GAME IS STILL ON, BUT
THE RISKS ARE GROWING

EUROPEAN AND EMERGING
MARKETS ARE STARTING TO FALTER

WHERE DOES
CANADA STAND?

SECTOR OUTLOOKS

OVERVIEW
Evidence continues to build that the U.S. economy has
reached the late stage of the cycle and that the U.S.
Federal Reserve (the Fed) is intent on normalizing monetary
policy and removing almost all traces of the massive
monetary stimulus that has been in place since the global
financial crisis. Unfortunately, this may be contributing to
unintended policy divergences among other economies
around the world. In other words, the ongoing strength
in the U.S. economy is forcing a tightening cycle that the
rest of the world may not be able to afford, and raising
the possibility that some sort of accident might knock risk
assets back rather suddenly and dramatically. The timing of
any such risk-off event is hard to predict, but we believe it
is somewhere on the horizon.
Our analogy of a “Great Poker Game” among investors
remains intact: the recent lack of direction in major markets
represents a few more deals and a certain amount of
strategic “checking” by players as they wait for better “tells”
about future market direction. For better or for worse, the
more interesting aspects of the game await.
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V I EW

PMAM VS. CONSENSUS

RISK
After spiking higher in Q1 on inflation fears, higher rates and spiking volatility, macro risk, along with the CBOE Volatility Index
(VIX), fell in Q2. However, we expect this lull to be short-lived as Emerging Market (EM) credit default swaps head higher at a
time when the U.S. Federal Reserve (the Fed) remains steadfastly hawkish and political uncertainty is on the rise once again.

MORE RISK

LESS RISK

M AC R O E C O N O M I C
GLOB A L R EA L GD P
Global growth estimates remain near 4%, which we expect to be the cycle’s peak. As the EM monetary policy cycle changes
from cutting to hiking, we are starting to see some of the first casualties among the weaker and more indebted countries,
such as Turkey. Europe is also a concern this quarter as the European Central Bank (ECB) tapers off its asset purchases.

U.S. R EA L GD P
U.S. economic momentum continues to surprise to the upside as both consumer and business confidence climb to cycle
(and multi-decade) highs. However, monetary policy will soon take a bite as the Fed shifts to “neutral” with the intent of
hitting the brakes at some point next year.
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We fear that Canada, although a developed economy, may face similar pressures to EM as a result of higher rates being forced
by U.S. monetary policy, currency pressures, and an overly indebted private sector potentially on the verge of outright crisis.

U.S. INF L ATI ON
U.S. inflation remained high in Q2 amidst a tighter labour market and stable commodity prices, with the personal
consumption expenditure (PCE) core deflator finally reaching the Fed’s target of 2.0%. The impact of trade uncertainty and
tariffs is also an additional inflationary driver in the short term.

EQU I T Y R E T U R N S
U.S. EQU I TIES
U.S. equities return expectations have fallen to 9%, but at this late stage of the cycle a long, sideways topping process is
more likely, with a significant amount of rotation under the index hood, culminating with a gradual demise of Facebook,
Amazon, Netflix and Alphanet (FANG) leadership.

EURO PEA N EQU ITIES
Europe remains mired in headwinds from Brexit, higher bond rates and ECB tapering, in the context of a falling Purchasing
Managers’ Index (PMI) and weaker global growth.

CA NA D IA N EQU ITIES
Return expectations are too optimistic given the many risks and few positive drivers. The high private sector deficit (highest
in the G7) represents a true risk of financial crisis.

BOND YIELDS
T RE A S U R IES ( U.S. 1 0 Y R )
As the monetary policy cycle matures, U.S. rates across all tenures are converging around 3%, which is also the Fed’s median
estimate for the neutral rate. We see no reason for ten-year rates to meaningfully deviate from around 3% in the near term.

INVE S TM ENT-GR A D E CO R P
Corporate bonds do not perform as well in this phase of the economic cycle. The high correlation of corporate spreads to
the VIX suggests yields should gradually rise.

HIG H Y I EL D COR P
Corporate bonds do not perform as well in this phase of the economic cycle. The high correlation of corporate spreads to
the VIX suggests yields should continue to increase. Increased risk aversion will likely weigh more on high yield in particular.

OTHER
W T I CR U D E OIL
Lower inventories, backwardation and continued geopolitical tensions are providing support to the oil price.

EP S GR OW TH ( S &P 50 0 )
EPS growth has been aided by continued positive economic momentum and cycle-high nominal GDP growth. However,
growth will likely peak as leading indicators decelerate.

P / E (S &P 50 0 )
Multiples are already very stretched relative to their own history. Higher rates make equity less attractive relative to bonds,
and this should further weigh down multiples.

“PMAM” refers to Picton Mahoney Asset Management. PMAM view is relative to the Bloomberg consensus estimate for each category. As at September 2018.

In our last Review & Outlook, “The Great Poker Game,” we
used the analogy of a poker game to illustrate how investing
during later stages of the cycle is like playing a great game
with binary outcomes: if you fold too early, you risk leaving a
large pot of money on the table should stock markets have a
final surge, as they sometimes do before the end of the cycle;
but if you bet too aggressively late in the game, you may well
end up caught with a badly losing hand as the cycle erodes.
The best players, we have observed, not only weigh the odds
constantly but also study the behaviour of the others at the
table, quietly noting the “tells” that will ultimately bust the
bluffers among them.
We also expressed the fear that a large increase in long bond
yields or credit spreads might suddenly flip the whole poker
table on its side. Although no such event has yet occurred,
there are reasons for caution in credit markets, particularly
regarding certain emerging markets creditors. There are
also elevated geopolitical risks to monitor, such as global
trade tensions, as well as dwindling excess oil production in
increasingly turbulent countries whose production is relied
upon to keep prices in check.
In sum, we still think there are reasons to stay at the table
while the game plays out, but our optimism is increasingly
guarded. We remain steadfast in our view that now is the
time to focus on quality of returns – i.e., to play smart –
especially as the great poker game draws to a close.

THE U.S. ENGINE IS

STILL RUNNING STRONG...
We have highlighted for some time that the U.S. economy
appears to be firing on all cylinders and is clearly
outperforming the other major economies. Various
structural shifts (tax cuts, reduced regulatory burden,
etc.) have contributed to its recent surge, and numerous
economic metrics confirm it. Leading indicators such as
the Institute for Supply Management Manufacturing (ISM)
and consumer confidence numbers are at cycle highs,
while small business confidence hovers at an all-time
high. According to the Job Openings and Labor Turnover
Survey (JOLTS), the quit rate – the rate at which people
quit their jobs, presumably to pursue more rewarding
ones – is at a cycle high, and JOLTS job openings are at an
all-time high. At the same time, initial jobless claims are
at their lowest level since 1970; adjusted for population
differences, they are at an all-time low. Tightness in the
labour market could be the pressure that causes inflation,
so long dormant, to awaken at last.
However, all this good news comes with consequences.
With strong corporate earnings, tight labour supply and
rising energy prices, it seems reasonable for the Fed to
stay on its committed path to raising interest rates and
normalizing monetary policy. While this policy makes
complete sense in the specific context of the U.S. economy,
tighter policy could become increasingly problematic for
many other nations around the world that don’t have the
same growth dynamics, but are nevertheless affected by
higher U.S. rates and a rising U.S. dollar (not to mention
new potential U.S. trade barriers).
Thus far, in the U.S. at least, risk asset markets don’t
appear too concerned with this tightening process: U.S.
equity indices have recently set fresh highs, and credit
markets reflect scarcely any serious risks. However, a
study of the inner mechanics of the markets exposes

some uncomfortable divergences that may be harbingers
of trouble to come:
• In equities, flows to “defensive” areas of the market have
picked up stealthily, at the expense of cyclicals, and
breadth in global equities has been falling from a peak in
January (making for less broad leadership).
• Credit default swaps for prime brokers have begun to
widen, indicating that investors are seeking insurance
against brokerages who serve institutional investors with
broader, and perhaps more assertive, mandates.
• According to Sundial Capital Research, “Bankers have
brought the most money-losing IPOs to market since
2000.”
• Bid-to-cover ratios, a measure of investor demand at
government bond auctions, have been falling in the U.S.,
and in Germany some auctions have barely made it over
the finish line.
Some of this behaviour is certainly consistent with what has
typically happened in the late stages of previous economic
and market cycles. The closing of the “output gap” (the
difference between actual and potential GDP) triggers a
buildup of inflationary pressures, and the central bank
begins to tighten more aggressively. However, at some
point bond markets begin to sense a future slowdown
related to this tightening policy, and the yield curve starts
to flatten. While the yield curve is still positive, an inverted
curve is now in sight; in the past this has been a sign that
both a recession and a bear market are approaching.
Outside the U.S., many global equity markets are already
in definitive downtrends, and some are officially in bear
market territory. It is to these markets that we turn next.
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EUROPEAN AND
EMERGING MARKETS
ARE STARTING TO FALTER

The world is moving from quantitative easing to
quantitative tightening. This transition would be much
easier if it occurred in an environment of sustained and
synchronized global growth. However, not all economies
are on the same footing. In the eurozone and emerging
market economies, growth rates have slowed notably,
quelling any urgency for central bankers to join the Fed
in its deliberate pursuit of higher rates and to normalize
their monetary policy.

debt crisis in the making, but rather the effect of the old
crisis not being fully resolved. Italy’s reported debt-toGDP ratio has stayed elevated, at 130% (only Greece is
worse off), and is about to rise (Figure 1). However, the
situation may actually be more dire; according to Harvard
professor Carmen Reinhart, this figure does not include
the Target2 balances (or what the national central bank
owes to other central banks via the ECB). For Italy, this
would add another 30% to its debt-to-GDP metric.

Many Organization for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD) countries have not implemented
much real structural change to improve their lot since the
great financial crisis. Their recoveries have been driven
primarily by aggressive monetary policy stimulus, and
this stimulus is waning. In the U.S., the neutral interest
rate (i.e., the rate of interest that is neither stimulative
nor contractionary) has risen over the past few years,
most likely due to structural changes occurring in the
American economy. Therefore, the U.S. can increase
interest rates more aggressively before they become
restrictive. However, the neutral interest rate for most
other countries has likely increased very little, making
these economies more susceptible to damage from the
same degree of monetary policy tightening.

Ever since the Italian coalition government was formed
in May by the anti-establishment Five Star Movement
and the right-wing Eurosceptic League, the prospect

We believe that even modestly rising interest rates will
prove problematic to many, and a strengthening U.S.
dollar will also prove to be a concern for some. The
divergences we see today between the U.S. and other
economies may prove to last longer than markets have
come to expect over the past five years.
Sovereign debt risk has also crept back into Europe.
Italy is at the fore of the concern, with the Italian tenyear government yield now trading at 3.3%, much higher
than when the European Central Bank (ECB) started
quantitative easing in 2015. The fiscal picture in Italy has
actually gone from bad to worse. It is not really a new
6
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for renewed tensions in the eurozone
has returned. The first real test for this
government will be Italy’s 2019 budget
application to the European Committee,
which must be submitted by October 15.
There are expectations that there will be
a sizeable increase from the previous
government’s 0.8% deficit target. In recent
weeks, the technocrat finance minister
had appeared to moderate the coalition’s
ambitious plans by capping the deficit
at 2%, but this proved unsuccessful, as
Italy then announced a 2019–21 budget
deficit of 2.4%, three times larger than the
previous 2019 target and a cumulative
6% higher than previous expectations for
the next three-year period.
Italy’s budget unwinds some of the
pension reforms, announced in 2012,
that had been viewed as critical for Italy’s
debt sustainability. The rating agencies
have sounded alarms about Italy’s fiscal
path, with Moody’s putting Italy under
review for a downgrade. At this moment,
Italian sovereign debt is trading at only
two notches above junk debt. With
growth slowing and rates moving higher,
the risk of fiscal slippage is high.

While contagion has thus far been kept under wraps, there are
concerns building elsewhere about the European Union. For
example, the European banking sector is now off 27% from its
highs near the beginning of this year (Figure 2).
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As is common in late-cycle environments,
stock market leadership becomes much
less broad-based than earlier in the cycle.
Simple math helps to quantify whether
a given asset market is in a long-term
uptrend. By tallying up and down trends
across larger samples of global markets,
we can obtain a better sense of “breadth”
that can be used to gauge the strength
of global markets. When global equity
breadth declines, it is often emerging
markets that lead to the downside (Figure
3). While we are still not outright bears, we
realize that all this could very well point
to a global “risk off” period. That should
come as no surprise, because, as we have
often noted, markets typically exhibit more
volatility and more violent sector/thematic
rotations as global leading indicators peak
and the cycle draws closer to the end.
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EMERGING MARKETS,

DISTURBING ECHOES OF 1997/1998
Since our March 2018 Review & Outlook, “A Shot Across the Bow,” we have argued that parallels exist between today’s
environment and that of the late 1990s. Recall that in 1996, Fed Chair Alan Greenspan was chiding markets for
“irrational exuberance” as the U.S. embarked on a path of interest rate hikes – a path later followed by most of the rest
of the world. Pressures began to build as the tightening process took hold, with the 1997 Asian currency crisis being
the first major sign of trouble brewing. Volatility events continued into 1998, culminating in the more dramatic Russian
debt default and the Long-Term Capital crisis. These events contributed to a swift bear market in global equities in the
summer of 1998 and an almost equally swift reversal in monetary policy that fall from tightening to easing.

We believe that U.S. monetary tightening policy will remain on course until cracks in the
global system give way to a larger accident, as occurred in the 1990s. The stresses are clearly
building already, as evidenced by emerging market currency volatility, which has spiked to
levels that typically are seen close to the end of market cycles (Figure 4).
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Among emerging markets countries,
Turkey looks particularly vulnerable as
global interest rates and inflation head
higher. Turkey was effectively forced
to hike rates dramatically to combat
inflation trends (Figure 5). A toxic
combination of higher interest rates
and a weaker currency does not bode
well for Turkey, a debtor nation now
floating listlessly away from European
Union membership. It should surprise
no one that credit default swap spreads
on the country have risen over 500
basis points.
Turkey’s difficulties are just one of
many problems confronting emerging
markets:
• Brazil is also suffering the “Turkish
treatment” as investors bid up insurance
in the form of credit default swaps.

• Russia’s central bank recently surprised
markets by hiking interest rates a further
0.25% and suspending foreign currency
purchases until year-end.

F I G 5 : A S P I KE I N RAT E S AN D I N F L AT I O N I N T UR KE Y

• South Africa is officially in recession for
the first time since 2009.

22

• The Indonesian rupiah joined the Turkish
lira and Argentine peso in tumbling toward
record lows.

18

• Tensions are rising in the Middle East,
which could manifest themselves in a
sudden oil price spike (discussed below).
Thus far, the U.S. dollar has appreciated
less than 10% year-over-year. This is well
below the 10%–20% appreciation that
precipitated the last dollar-related crisis
in 2014/15. However, any further U.S.
dollar increases will add pressure, which
could be exacerbated by the amount of
debt building in the system.
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In the next two years, emerging markets borrowers face a
huge refinancing requirement, and their needs continue
to grow as each day passes. Nearly US$3 trillion of
emerging markets debt will need to be refinanced before
the end of 2019 alone (Figure 6).
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In the recent past, we have underestimated the power of
investors’ yield-hunting impulse. Even now, we are taken
aback by the passive inflows to emerging markets debt,
which seem to continue unabated (Figure 8).
However, the volume of refinancing and issuance required,
combined with the factors we have noted above – falling
currencies, tightening monetary policies and decelerating
global growth – could put real funding pressures on
certain emerging markets economies. Should the yieldhungry demand show any softening, the pending debt
issuance from higher-yielding entities could get sloppy.
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Meanwhile, the U.S. plans $1.6 trillion of debt issuance in
2019 alone (Figure 7), to say nothing of the plans of other
developed nations.
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Elsewhere, some of the structural demand for credit is
falling away: the U.S. tax bill of 2016 recently eliminated the
tax holiday for U.S. multinationals that were parking idle
cash in investment-grade debt. What was steady demand
could turn into supply. With the fixed income market’s
broad supply-demand equation upset at the margin, any
inability of emerging market economies to refinance will
be a meaningful market narrative in the months ahead.
Those looking for a flashpoint might consider monitoring
Spanish banks, which bear huge exposure to the most
vulnerable countries – Turkey, Argentina, Brazil, Colombia,
Mexico, Chile, South Africa and Indonesia, which represent
170% of their equity.

Source: Bloomberg and PMAM Research. As at August 2018.
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WHERE DOES

CANADA STAND?
A recent study by Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research considered the private-sector financial balances of
various developed countries as a predictor of their future economic performance. The basic premise of the research
is that when private-sector entities (i.e., households and businesses) run deficits (by spending beyond their incomes),
their resulting reliance on net borrowing (or on asset sales) can impair growth and sometimes even financial stability.
This premise, which appears logical on its face, was validated by the study: in a survey of 17 developed economies since
the mid 1980s (shortly after interest rates peaked), the research found that private-sector balances had a significant
impact on economic growth on a three-year forward trend. Furthermore, the study found that this financial balance is
actually a better predictor of financial instability than outright debt growth.
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The good news is that the biggest developed market
economies – the U.S., the eurozone and Japan – are all
running healthy private-sector surpluses (Figure 9).

growth, have been a boon to our economy. This is not
just a consumer problem: many Canadian corporations
are also mired in fiscal imbalance.

The bad news is that Canada is not. Along with the U.K.,
Canada is running a sizeable private-sector deficit, and
thus appears vulnerable to higher interest rates and
weaker asset markets. It has been our view for some time
that as the Bank of Canada tries to normalize interest
rates, it may very well kill the golden goose of finance and
real estate: the wealth effects associated with housing,
both as an asset and as a key contributor to economic

In short, during the past cycle, Canada has compromised
its status as a nation of fiscal conservatives, putting
our economy in a more precarious position than it was
a decade ago before the financial crisis. We remain
concerned that this issue and other structural headwinds
could make Canada’s experience of the next global
recession a more painful one than last time around.
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THE DOWNCARDS
THAT REMAIN

In many types of poker, the deal consists of “upcards,”
cards dealt face up, whose value is therefore known to
each player at the table, and “downcards,” whose value
may remain unknown to some or all of the players even
after the hand is played. In our great poker game analogy,
the downcards are the coming pivot points, now visible
on the horizon, that will have the greatest impact on
investors’ fortunes.
In the near term, markets will continue to focus
on the noise of trade wars (voted the biggest
“tail risk” in the recent Bank of America Merrill
Lynch Global Fund Manager Survey). But
markets will also pay close attention to
the U.S. mid-term elections. Should the
GOP lose the House, the trade wars
will likely de-escalate. (That said, we
acknowledge a recent escalation in
bipartisan rhetoric, notably directed
toward China.) The mid-terms also
have implications for the longevity
of tax cuts: the loss of a Republican
majority would jeopardize the extension
of these tax cuts past 2020.
Geopolitical risk may also disturb the price of oil
over the next 12–18 months. We expect the price
of a barrel of Brent crude to rise to US$90/barrel this
winter, with an increasing chance that it rises to $130 in
2020, when the International Maritime Organization (IMO)
will impose a global limit for the sulphur content of fuel oil
used by transport ships. That said, oil prices could easily
spike much higher for brief periods of time. There is very
little spare capacity globally, and this capacity will be close
to zero when the IMO regulation takes effect. Thus, any
unanticipated and prolonged supply outage will cause
prices to surge. When we consider the geopolitical risks
that swirl around some of the significant oil-exporting
countries (including Nigeria, Libya, Iran and particularly
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Iraq), we conclude that the risk of a spike in oil prices is
very real.
There are geopolitical upside risks as well. We have
previously wondered what might happen if China were to
shift its strategy from curbing excess to stimulating growth.
With the spectre of a trade war brewing, could China shift
toward boosting domestic growth to counterbalance
trade-induced uncertainty? It is early, but some signs
are emerging that a stimulation process is beginning
in China. If that caused a reacceleration in growth,
it could create a nice tailwind for risk assets
around the world.
Debt service will be an increasingly
uncomfortable burden as global interest
rates move higher, but there may
be some avenues of relief. In debt
markets, if capital flow remains
focused on relative safety, globalfixed income investors may buy U.S.
Treasuries en masse, capping bond
yields by extension. Moreover, the Fed
expects to reach the so-called neutral rate,
where interest rates are thought to neither stimulate
nor impair the economy, by mid-2019. (We note that
the bond market disagrees about this.) If the Fed
pauses in 2019 after hitting its neutral rate – or if it unwinds
some tightening in response to a volatility event akin to the
Long-Term Capital crisis of 1997 – the cycle could extend.
On the other hand, if the Fed sees continuing inflation risks
and chooses to drive short-term rates above the neutral
rate, the risk of yield curve inversion will be front and centre.
We will be closely monitoring the market’s expectations for
future Fed rate moves as reflected by the ratio of 18-month
to three-month Fed Funds Futures (Figure 10). When this
ratio turns negative, market participants are signalling the
view that the Fed has hiked too much and that an accident
will occur as a result of the error.

WE ARE STILL IN THE TURN:
THE RIVER IS YET TO COME

As explained in our last Review & Outlook, the “turn” and the “river” are
the fourth and fifth cards dealt in certain types of five-card poker. In other
words, they signal the conclusion of the game. Last quarter, we argued that
we were witnessing the “turn,” and this continues to be our view. Given
the pivot points discussed above, we believe it is still too soon to know,
as we wrote then, “whether we are confronting a mid-cycle slowdown or
something more menacing.”
In sum, as we have noted above, we still see room for risk assets to
appreciate. However, we believe that risks are accumulating more rapidly
than the market is acknowledging them, so our optimism is increasingly
guarded. We will continue to focus on quality of returns as the great poker
game draws to a close.

F I G 10: W HI LE THE YI ELD CU R VE I S F L AT T E R, M AR KE T S AR E N O T P R I C I N G I N
A F ED ER R OR JU ST YET
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Source: Bloomberg and PMAM Research. As at October 1, 2018.
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SECTOR

OUTLOOKS
CONSUMER DISCRETIONARY
Consumer Discretionary stocks in Canada have lagged the
broader market since the summer, as growth has started
to slow. Although unseasonably mild spring weather
contributed to lacklustre Q2 2018 results, the Canadian
retail landscape is maturing and becoming increasingly
competitive. Against an increasingly uncertain consumer
backdrop, we believe that stock selection becomes even
more crucial, as companies are only rewarded for bestin-class execution and for having a reasonable “moat”
around their businesses to fend off competition.
Our favourite name in the space is Spin Master Corp. (TOY),
which offers under-appreciated top-line growth combined
with a strong free cash-flow profile and a healthy balance
sheet. As Spin Master Corp. continues to deliver 20%+
annual revenue growth and steady margin expansion,
both estimates and the multiple should move higher over
time. TOY is retail channel-agnostic, and we do not believe
the liquidation of Toys R Us stores will have a meaningful
long-term impact on the toy industry generally, or Spin
Master specifically. BRP Inc. (DOO) is another stock that
is delivering exceptional results and market share gains,
benefiting from disruption of its key competitor, Polaris
Industries Inc. We believe there is further upside to BRP’s
earnings as the company introduces new product lines
and brings new production capacity online.

INDUSTRIALS
Our bullish Industrials near-term outlook remains unchanged
for the time being, although we are carefully monitoring
peak-of-cycle indicators. Macro and business confidence
survey data remain strong, resulting in a sustained uptick
of capital goods orders and freight volumes for North
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American industrials companies. That said, trade wars
are still a cause of uncertainty, particularly in construction
machinery and agriculture.
While we are gradually adjusting our positioning toward
defensive secular names, given late-cycle and trade-related
concerns, market-driven events have not changed our
long-term thesis on the names we like in this sector.
We continue to favour companies with idiosyncratic
growth, margin expansion and/or capital structure
optimization opportunities. One of our preferred
names remains Waste Connections Inc. (WCN), whose
management team continues to deliver solid growth,
impeccable execution and continued accretive M&A.
We also believe Bombardier Inc. (BBD/B) has meaningful
upside, given that the company has successfully offloaded
its C Series-related risk, maintains a strong and growing
transportation backlog and will likely benefit from an
improving environment for business jets.

MATERIALS
Looking past the near-term noise associated with the U.S.China trade dispute, we remain positive on the base metal
sector. To us, the divergence in the price performance
of base metals and bulk commodities over the past few
months represents a logical disconnect, as well as an
opportunity, since these two groups share many sources
of end use (mostly related to the infrastructure and
the housing market in China). With China easing at the
margin, we could see a potential rebound in base metals,
while the Chinese winter production cut could continue
to fuel the rally in bulk commodities (especially for steel,
hard coking coal, and high-grade iron ore and pellets). For
that reason, we favour large diversified mining companies,

such as Teck Resources Ltd. (TECK/B), that give exposure
to our preferred commodities, coupled with incremental
upside from special dividends or stock buybacks.
We remain neutral on precious metal names. A stronger
U.S. dollar and emerging markets turmoil are to blame for
a recent sell-off in gold. We have shifted our positioning in
the sector to low-cost producers, such as Kirkland Lake Gold
Ltd. (KL), which continue to generate a meaningful amount of
free cash flow even in a depressed gold price environment.
For other specialty commodities, we continue to see positive
changes flowing in the uranium space, which has fallen
out of investors’ favour over the past few years. Cameco
Corp. (CCO) has completed its initial round of purchases
in the spot uranium market, with more buying to come.
Meanwhile, Kazatomprom (state-owned) continues to
curtail its production, as previously communicated. We
believe the supply discipline exercised by these bellwether
producers will eventually drive the uranium price back to
a more normalized level.

HEALTH CARE
Drug pricing and lacklustre merger and acquisition (M&A)
activity remain a concern for investors. With no major
policy-driven drug-pricing themes in the recent months,
expectations continue to decline. However, there has been
some noise regarding changes to the reimbursement
structure for Part B drugs (drugs administered by doctors
or hospitals). There also seems to be some softening in
the tone from Health and Human Services (HHS), which
no longer appears to be blaming middlemen for rising
drug prices, as it has in the past. However, a lack of clarity
from HHS could keep distributors’ rallies in check. As
for M&A, stretched biotech valuations are a concern for
several potential acquirers, and the market’s broader riskoff theme is not helping.
Medtech strength continues, and some of the bestperforming stocks are Baxter International Inc. (BAX), Boston
Scientific Corporation (BSX), Medtronic (PLC) and Intuitive
Surgical Inc. (ISRG). Management commentaries continue
to trend positively on healthy growth outlooks into the
second-half 2018 and 2019. Although the dental and supply
chain subsectors rallied recently, sentiment remains poor
because of fundamental weakness in the companies in these
subsectors, and we remain underweight in these subsectors.
At a macro level, the China tariffs primarily affect tool
companies, although managements have indicated that
the impact is immaterial. Among the device companies,

Medtronic (PLC) said the headwind had modestly grown
with “wave two,” but was likely absorbable. In a rising-rates
environment, tools and managed care organizations have
done well historically, while pharma tends to lag – but the
group has defied this historical relationship and appears
decoupled from the sell-off, suggesting it is being driven
by more than just the macro factors.
Sector performance in the near term is likely to remain
choppy, with vague health care policies, pronouncements
from Washington and upcoming mid-term elections in
November that could change the majority in Congress.

CONSUMER STAPLES
Due to both top-line and cost pressures, we remain cautious
and/or bearish on the Consumer Staples space: higher input
costs, higher freight and oil, tariffs, labour costs and drug
reform, in addition to top-line pressures driven by changing
consumer preferences, heightened competition and retailer
pressure, have moderated our view on the sector.
The packaged food space remains the most pressured
area in Consumer Staples, as it is the most exposed to the
factors noted above, and we continue to see further room
for downside.
We continue to like self-help stories such as Empire
Company Limited (EMP/A), which remains on track to grow
margins in line with food retailing peers, driven by significant
cost-cutting initiatives and recent share gains. We believe
that its ability to both gain share and grow margins in
what is arguably a very difficult food-retailing environment
continues to go underappreciated by the market. We have
also become more positive on Alimentation Couche-Tard
Inc. (ATD.B), which has shown a sharp acceleration in samestore sales growth over the past two quarters, with both
idiosyncratic and industry factors offering more runway to
sustain this growth.

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Technology demand remains healthy. The MSCI World
Information Technology Index and the S&P/TSX Composite
Information Technology Sector GICS Level 1 Index have
generated total year-to-date returns of 16% and 26%,
respectively. The secular trend of enterprise digitization
hit its stride this year as IT budget growth accelerated.
However, warning signs are spreading across multiple
end-markets. These have included: 1) building
inventories at the hardware distributors and in their
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broader supply chains; 2) slowing demand in the critical
growth verticals of robotics, automotive and hyperscale
data centres; and 3) regulatory crack-downs on the
digital advertising internet leaders in the U.S., Europe
and China.
In Canada, we like Kinaxis Inc. (KXS), a leading provider
of cloud-based supply chain analytics software. We think
the company could accelerate revenue growth and return
to margin expansion heading into 2019 after a period of
elevated investment.
Internationally, we like Synopsys Inc. (SNPS), a leading
supplier of electronic design automation software. The
company’s core semiconductor design business is benefiting
from increasing design complexities. The company also
has two growth-kickers in its growing IP business (it is the
number two player globally, behind Arm) and its nascent
software integrity business.

FINANCIALS
We believe the banking sector is just over two years out
from reaching a major inflection point in profitability,
which should continue to trend positively as rates move
higher and capital return continues to build momentum.
The decade-long headwinds brought on by low rates,
increased liquidity, deleveraging and elevated regulatory
spending have now become tailwinds, particularly in
the U.S. Additionally, the signing of the Tax Cut and Jobs
Act in the U.S. provides an immediate improvement to
profitability while we watch for signs of improved corporate
confidence kick-starting balance sheet growth at the
banks. We remain a bit more cautious on the outlook
for Canadian banks and mortgage finance companies,
given housing policy changes in Ontario and B.C. and the
new Guideline B-20, Residential Mortgage Underwriting
Practices and Procedures, that became effective January
1, 2018. Third-quarter results were generally better
than expected for Canadian banks, exhibiting continued
strength in the banks’ domestic banking and wealth
management franchises, and a seasonally weak quarter
for wholesale banking. Key themes remain the ongoing
benign credit environment and slowing balance sheet
growth, while the value of strong deposit franchises
is becoming increasingly evident as rates continue to
trend higher. We like banks with leverage to improved
U.S. growth, higher rates and market-sensitive revenue
streams. Our core Canadian bank holdings include Royal
Bank of Canada (RY), The Toronto-Dominion Bank (TD)
and Bank of Montreal (BMO). In the insurance space, we
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continue to favour Sun Life Financial Inc. (SLF); we believe
its strong free cash-flow generation, conservative balance
sheet and capital strength are clear differentiators.
We have recently added Intact Financial (IFC), as we
believe signs of positive change are increasingly evident
in its personal auto segment and U.S. specialty lines.
In the asset management space, we prefer alternative
managers to traditional retail managers, and Brookfield
Asset Management Inc. (BAM/A) remains a core holding.
We see continued double-digit growth in Brookfield’s feerelated earnings, and believe investors are getting a free
call option on future carry at current valuations.

ENERGY
During the quarter, oil prices were slightly weak, but rallied
back to three-year highs after global supply challenges
were dramatically increased by new U.S. sanctions that
severely dented Iranian crude exports, further collapse in
Venezuela and rioting in Southern Iraq, as well as a rapidly
worsening takeaway capacity situation in the Permian
Basin, which had been providing the lion’s share of shale
production growth. Other inland basins, including the
Western Canadian Sedimentary Basin (WCSB), are also
witnessing their own takeaway capacity issues. These
supply issues, as well as looming demand-related issues
such as the IMO 2020 fuel regulation, underpin our bullish
view on world oil prices in a very strong global demand
growth environment.
During the quarter, we maintained our position in Canadian
Natural Resource Ltd. (CNQ) and initiated a position in
MEG Energy (MEG). We view the WCSB takeaway issues
as transitory, since the combination of crude-by-rail, the
Redwater Refinery coming onstream and Enbridge’s Line
3 expansion will serve to eliminate the bottleneck in the
basin beginning next year. We have a contrarian view
that the aforementioned supply-demand issues will be
a structural positive for Canadian heavy oil producers
such as CNQ and MEG, since continued production
declines in Iran, Venezuela and Mexico will exacerbate
the current global shortage of heavy oil barrels, which are
indispensable for refiners to process to meet the rapidly
growing global demand for distillate fuels such as diesel,
jet fuel and gasoil, at a time when world production growth
is increasingly tilted toward light oil and condensate. The
IMO 2020 regulation will further exacerbate this distillate
shortage, while providing additional heavy barrels that will
be desperately needed by the world refining system. In
addition, this distillate shortage will enhance the value of
CNQ’s sweet synthetic crude, which is both low in sulphur

and yields the highest proportion of refined distillates,
compared with other global light crudes.
We believe in owning shale companies that are
reasonably priced, have a deep multi-year inventory of
drilling locations and can simultaneously deliver 15%+
organic production growth and a free cash-flow yield to
shareholders throughout most of the cycle – a stringent
set of criteria that the vast majority of WCSB producers
simply cannot meet.

UTILITIES
We remain underweight in the Utilities sector, as valuations
are near peak and are susceptible to multiple compression
as interest rates rise. Within the sector, we like Brookfield
Infrastructure Partners LP (BIP-U), an owner and operator
of ports, toll roads, terminals, transmission lines, gas
distribution and telecom wireless towers. An attractive
feature of BIP-U’s assets is the stable cash flow it provides
investors (90% of cash flow is contracted or regulated).
BIP-U acquires high-quality infrastructure businesses,
actively manages operations and grows the assets’ cash
flows, and then opportunistically sells the mature assets
at peak valuations and redeploys the capital. BIP-U has
an impressive track record of recycling the assets in its
portfolio and creating shareholder value.

TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES
Valuations, coupled with lack of compelling growth,
continue to remain tightly clustered and elevated when
juxtaposed with the growth prospects, and Average
Revenue Per User (ARPU) growth is slowing across the
board. On the other hand, the regulatory environment
remains benign and subscriber growth remains strong.
Our preference for Telus (T-TSX) remains unchanged.
While the disclosures on Telus International and Telus
Health were not on par with our expectations, the details
provided did highlight that these businesses are seeing
positive growth, along with higher multiples (10x to 11x)
than the current implied multiple for the wireline business
(the division under which results of Telus International
and Telus Health are consolidated) of about 7x. Looking
forward, we expect the multiple re-rating to happen
gradually, with additional quarters of disclosure. Looking
at the longer term, we view Telus as the most favourably
positioned sector player, with zero exposure to media
and strong fibre penetration that sets it up well in the
coming 5G world.

REITS
In this quarterly note, we would like to highlight our new
position in Brookfield Properties Partners LP (BPY.UN).
Our decision to initiate a position in BPY.UN was driven by
a combination of: 1) an extremely discounted valuation;
we estimate that BPY.UN is trading at approximately
35% discount to its NAV; 2) removal of deal overhang,
which also simplifies BPY.UN’s structure as an owner of
direct real estate (compared with a holding company of
publicly traded entities); and 3) scope for value creation,
given the significant development that is coming online in
the next couple of years (with the office portion slightly
more than 50% pre-leased). As for the sector, multi-family
continued its march upwards, industrials held its ground,
and retail continued to languish. In terms of sector-level
performance, REITs outperformed the rate-sensitive
Utilities and Communication Services sectors, as well as
the broader index, with QTD returns of 4%, compared
with an approximately flat return for the TSX Composite
Index, due to a flattening in the yield curve during the
quarter.
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